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* Download streaming audio and video files from the Internet * Supports multiple downloads in
batches * Frequently asked questions * Supports Flash, RealMedia, QuickTime and Windows Media
protocols What’s New in V1.0.37: * Minor fixes. What’s New in V1.0.36: * Fixed RealMedia audio file
issue with certain files * Fixed a possible log file issue What’s New in V1.0.35: * Fixed a possible
crash bug What’s New in V1.0.34: * Fixed a possible log file issue What’s New in V1.0.33: * Fixed a
possible crash bug when no audio stream was found What’s New in V1.0.32: * Added the ability to
set a custom Windows Media username/password * Fixed a possible crash bug * A new GUI features
were added for logging errors * Fixed a possible duplicate name issue What’s New in V1.0.31: * Fixed
a possible crash bug What’s New in V1.0.30: * Fixed MP3 file size issue * Fixed a possible crash bug
What’s New in V1.0.29: * New wizard was added to help user setup * New MP3 stream location was
added * Fixed a possible MP3 stream section issue What’s New in V1.0.28: * Fixed a possible crash
bug * A new option to ignore protocol submits was added * We now use our own helper class instead
of the WPStream class which is a known bug on the Windows Media Player What’s New in V1.0.27: *
Fixed a possible crash bug What’s New in V1.0.26: * New download folder option * Fixed a possible
crash bug What’s New in V1.0.25: * Fixed a possible MP3/AAC/WAV file size issue * Fixed a possible
crash bug What’s New in V1.0.24: * New Wizard What’s New in V1.0.22: * Fixed possible crash bug
and MP3 track missing issue * Fixed a possible crash bug with SuperFetch * Fixed a possible crash
bug with
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Read more Publisher's Description + From Foxit Software: HiDownload Platinum For Windows 10
Crack is a lightweight Windows application designed to help users download streaming video and
audio files. The program is able to grab Flash videos, RealMedia audio and video streams, as well as
Windows Media, Apple QuickTime and MP3 streams. It sports a clean and straightforward layout that
gives users the possibility to carry out the conversion process by adding a valid URL and selecting
the saving directory. HiDownload Platinum 2022 Crack enables you to start or stop the downloading
process, and view a list with URLs that were not downloaded successfully due to error problems and
a list with the downloaded items. It is important to mention that the tool offers support for batch
processing, which means you can add multiple URLs to the list and download the video or audio
streams at the same time. Other important features worth mentioning are represented by the
possibility to use the built-in podcast manager for downloading podcasts, and schedule your
favourite shows for downloading them at a specified time. Last but not least, you can configure the
FTP settings, integrate the tool within Internet Explorer, select the Windows Media protocols (RTSP,
HTTP, MMS) and RealMedia ones (RTSP, HTTP, PNM), create a list with websites, limit the maximum
threads to a specified number, insert time and date information into the filename, as well as make
the program check for new episodes at specified time. All in all, HiDownload Platinum provides useful
features for helping users download audio and video files from the Internet with ease. All the music
and video streaming services that you have found in the past are here. Do you remember that time
when you were searching for that specific sound clip of a song, or the image of a video movie? That
moment was so wonderful. There were lots of valuable information available to users, but the
moment comes when you would like to have it right now, on your PC. Now what will you do? Haven’t
you come to the right place? We are talking about downloading streaming audio and video to the
user’s PC. On this page you can see the full list of options which you will get in the program. It should
be noted that we have added only the most popular sites that offer streaming video. The program
will list all the sites which are listed on the website below. Choose the one which you like the most,
download the song or video clip and listen to it as it is. Feel the music as it is – that is b7e8fdf5c8
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Download video and audio files from the Internet and convert them to a large choice of supported
formats, which includes MPEG, AVI, MOV, WMV, MP3, AC3, AAC, WMA and many others, offering
users the most compatible results. HiDownload Platinum lets you add multiple sources
simultaneously, schedule your downloads, use the built-in podcast manager to download episodes of
your favourite shows, and select the protocols for the video and audio files. It is important to
mention that you can also limit the maximum number of connections and set the time to start the
download process. Additional features include the possibility to change the default program to
convert the downloaded video and audio files, as well as customise the maximum length and width
for the save process. As far as the interface is concerned, HiDownload Platinum provides a clean
layout. The tool allows you to select the source files directly from Windows Explorer and display the
URLs of all those files that you want to convert. Moreover, you can also enable the integration of the
tool within Internet Explorer, and use the FTP settings to connect to the remote video and audio
sources. HiDownload Deluxe Platinum v2.0 is a great software for downloading the audio and video
files from the Internet. You can download files as fast as you want, when you want, from any
protocol. This program will not give you empty files when you get the videos. It is possible to add the
web address directly from windows explorer, and it will be processed automatically, never empty
and without any missing frames. It saves the videos or audio files to the external hard drive, or
folder. You can start to download the files right after the installation, and the file will be converted as
you want. It also allows you to download the video or audio files from the FTP servers. You can also
configure FTP parameters like maximum connections per ftp server, time of connection per ftp
server, etc. This program supports almost all networks and protocols. You can download the music
and videos from the following protocols: Real Media, Quick Time, Windows Media, AVI, MPEG, VLC or
MP3. You can convert the downloaded videos and audio files to more than 30 formats: MPEG, AVI,
WMV, MP3, WMA, MP4, OGG, WAV, FLAC, MP4, AIF, AMR, AC3, M4A, WAV and many others. It is
possible to view the video or audio files in the built in media player and

What's New in the HiDownload Platinum?

HiDownload Platinum is a lightweight Windows application designed to help users download
streaming video and audio files. The program is able to grab Flash videos, RealMedia audio and
video streams, as well as Windows Media, Apple QuickTime and MP3 streams. It sports a clean and
straightforward layout that gives users the possibility to carry out the conversion process by adding
a valid URL and selecting the saving directory. HiDownload Platinum enables you to start or stop the
downloading process, and view a list with URLs that were not downloaded successfully due to error
problems and a list with the downloaded items. It is important to mention that the tool offers support
for batch processing, which means you can add multiple URLs to the list and download the video or
audio streams at the same time. What’s more, the program lets you convert the grabbed items to
the following file formats: MP3, AC3, MPEG, MOV, AVI, WMV, or others. Other important features
worth mentioning are represented by the possibility to use the built-in podcast manager for
downloading podcasts, and schedule your favourite shows for downloading them at a specified time.
Last but not least, you can configure the FTP settings, integrate the tool within Internet Explorer,
select the Windows Media protocols (RTSP, HTTP, MMS) and RealMedia ones (RTSP, HTTP, PNM),
create a list with websites, limit the maximum threads to a specified number, insert time and date
information into the filename, as well as make the program check for new episodes at specified time.
All in all, HiDownload Platinum provides useful features for helping users download audio and video
files from the Internet with ease. The best way to download and share music with your friends is to
use streaming services like SoundCloud. However, the lack of direct access to songs in the formats
you prefer is a deal breaker. But don't lose hope because iHelix has the solution. This download tool
gives you full access to SoundCloud. It allows you to create virtual playlists and download songs for
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offline listening. So, what are you waiting for? Let's dive right into the tutorial. Open iHelix to
download SoundCloud tracks for free Step 1: Create a playlist and download a track To download a
track from SoundCloud, you need to make a playlist. If you just want to download one song, you can
create a playlist by pressing the + button and adding a single track into it. If you want to save a
playlist for offline listening,
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 64 bit Processor: Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Duo CPU E8400 @ 2.4GHz / AMD
Athlon(TM) X2 Dual-Core Processor 5550 @ 2.5GHz or better Memory: 2GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 550 / ATI Radeon HD 5670 Storage: 700MB available space Recommended: OS:
Windows 8 64 bit Processor: Intel(R) Core(TM) i3 Quad-Core CPU Q95
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